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To the State Coucmi,ssion on Conseruation and, Develobrnent:

GeNrlnuew:
I have the honor to transmit and to recommend for publication as

Bulletin 4O of the Virginia Geological Survey series of reports the
manuscript and illustrations of a report on Marble Prospects in Giles
County, Virginia, by A. A. L. Mathews, with a section on Petrography
of the Marbles, by Arthur A. Pegau, Survey Mineralogist.

This report treats of one of the undeveloped mineral resources of
Giles County which has promise of commercial importance. It dis-
cusses the distribution, properties, geologic relations, and types of mar-
ble found in the county and describes briefly uses, quarry sites, and
methods, and other features connected with development of the de-
posits. Twelve varieties of marble are described, some of which are
illustrated by plates in colors.

The data upon which this report is based have been gathered by
Mr. Mathews during a comprehensive survey of the geology and min-
eral resources of Giles County under the direction of the Virginia Geo-
logical Survey. The author has been assisted in some phases of the
larger field project by a grant from the National Research Council.
Assistance has been given toward the publication of the color plates
by the Board of Supervisors of Giles County and Southwesterr Vir-
ginia, fnc.

The report should be of value not only to the residents of Giles
Counfy but to all who are interested in the natural resources of Vir-
ginia, and should thus aid in their development and increased utilization.

Respectfully submitted,

Anrnun BrvRN,
State Geol,ogi,st.

Approved for publication:
State Commission on Conservation and Development,

Richmond, Virginia, December L5, 1932.
Rrcneno A. Grr,r,rerr,r, Execwtive Secretary and Treasurer.
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ABSTRACT

The marble deposits described in this report are found in Giles
County, Virginia. The same marble zones extend into Bland ancl
craig counties in virginia and into Mercer and Monroe counties
in West Virginia.

Marble occurs at four distinct horizons. The lowest strati-
graphically is found in the Ozarkian system, and the next higher,
near the base of the Lower ordovician in the Murfreesboro lime-
stone. The main deposit is the lower Moccasin marble member
of Lowville age. The upper zone is found in the Middre Devonia'
in the Romney formation. Each of these formations is described.

The structure of Giles county in relation to the occurrence of
the marble is briefly discussed as consisting of three shingle blocks,
namely, the southern or walker Mountain shingle brock, ihe central
or Angels Rest shingle block, and the northern or East River Moun-
tain shingle block. These shingle blocks are bounded by the four
major thrust faults of the area, namely, the pulaski fault, the Bland
or saltville fault, the Narrows split fault, and the st. clair fault.

The marbles comprise five groups: Moire, tan-gray, vari-
egated, sunset-red and jet-black. The first group .o.r.Gt.- of car-
nelian 4oire and gray moire; the second groop of Virginia gray,
c.palescent gray, imperial champagne-tan, and golden-gray; and the
third group of light-mahogany, Newport brown, aleihyst, and
palette. These marbles are described and petrographi" urrd .h"*-
ical analyses are given.

- . Possible quarry sites, quantitative estimates, transportation
facilities, Ieases, and markets are briefly discussed.

xl



Marble Prospects
Bv A.

in Giles County, Virginia
A. L. Merrrsws

INTRODUCTION
LOCATION AND EXTENT OF AREA

Giles County is situated in northwest Virginia on both sides ot
New River. (See Fig. 1.) The county is about 35 miles long
from northeast to southwest and 17 miles wide. It consists of
221,626 acres or slightly more than 346 square miles. Most of the
northwest and southeast boundaries follow the crests of mountain
rang'es. The other boundaries are straight lines perpendicular to
these. The area is broken by long mountain tit gir extending-
northeast and southwest, with numerous spurs and cross ranges..
New River and its tributaries constitute the main drainage systemr
There are no large cities in the area.

When white men first came into this country, they cleared the
timber, built log cabins and tilled the soir. Lumbering became a',
important industry and the mountains as well as the valleys were
cle_ared, but today this industry has passed its zenith and agri-
culture has nearly reached its peak. Giles county is well situated
for the development of its mineral resources. Ii is well supplied
with minerals and is served by two trunk railway lines, two hard-
surfaced highways and one interstate electric company.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

This report discusses the marble deposits of the county in
respect to their geology, the location of suitable quarry sites, and
processes for their development, and calls attention to these marbles
as a possible source of decorative and building material.

PREVIOUS WORK

Little was known of these marble deposits until recently.
Y?"y of the early settlers used marble to build firepraces and
chimneys, and, because of the resistance of marble to heat, many
solitary chimneys stand throughout the area as evidence of this
early use. close examination shows that the stone has been only
slightly altered by heat. In 1BB1 a Norfork and western Railway
pier was built of marble. (See pl. 68.) As early as lgg4, W. B.
Rogersl referred to a "red limestone or marble,, near the base of

lRogen, W. 8.. A reDrint^of .annual reports and other nun""" oolt*Gil;lililVirginias, p. 2ts, Nry yort<, o- ,cppl"ld, ,ii^il.l'Ts8i.

;'!it
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INrnoouctlolg

Angels Rest and a "more compact and massive rock of the same
hue in the neighborhood of Chapman's ferry" (now Pembroke).
\Matsonz mentioned the same deposits in 1907.

Hubbard and Croneis3 considered the deposits a lithographic
limestone and it has been tested for that use with apparently un-
satisfactory results. Although several publications describe the
Moccasin limestone, no further mention of marble is made in the
literature referring to this area.
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for supervision in the field work and for criticism of the manuscript,
and to Dr. Charles Butts of the United States Geological Survey
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minimum expense. The contributions of the Board of Supervisors
of Giles County and of Southwestern Virginia, fnc., towards the
cost of the color plates are also much appreciated. Mr. H. B.
White assisted the author in making the photomicrographs. Many.
residents of the county also gave considerable aid in the field in-
vestigations.

_ 2 lafson, T. L., Mineral lesqurq* of Virginia, p. 82, Virginia-Jamestown ExpositionCommission, Lynehburg, Va., J. p. Bell Co., rbOZ. 
' -'

_ _8l{ub},ard, G,.D., and Cqoleig, C. G., Notc on the gology of Giles County, yirginia:
Denison Univ, Bull., Jour. Sci. Lab., vol. 20, p, SgO, fbZa.
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MARBLE
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Marble is used for building purposes. In spite of its beauty and
delicacy, marble is extremely durable, impervious to stains and

easy to keep clean. The use of marble for floors, wainscot and
wall bases is economical in the long run, because such surfaces are
quickly cleaned and seldom need repair.

In the building trades, any calcareous stone that takes a good
polish is called marble. Technically, marble is metamorphic lime-
stone or dolomite. It is distinguished from the parent rocks by its
greater compactness, purer colors, and crystallization. On the
basis of chemical composition marbles may be classed as high-
calcium marble consisting essentially of calcite (CaCOs), and dolo-
mitic marble consisting largely or entirely of - dolomite (CaCOa.
MgCOa). This distinction can seldom be made commercially; thus
the term marble is used in this report without reference to the con-
tent of magnesia.

ORIGIN
- ' Calcium carbonate occurs as calcareous marl, travertine, lime-

stone and marble. Marble, in the geologic sense, is metamorphosed
limestone, the change being produced chiefly by heat and pressure.

Metelronruospo Lrruesroxn

According to Pirsson and Knopf,4 some trrarble is "produced
from limestone by the contact action of intruded igneous rocks."
Marble derived from this type of metamorphism is limited to
regions where the molten rock invaded a pure limestone, as the
impure cherty limestones and dolomites give very different prod-
ucts, such as wollastonite, tremolite and garnet. Under the most
{avorable conditions the marble is limited to a zone surrounding the
intrusion, which is rarely as m'uch as 1 mile wide'

Most marbles have been produced by pressure due to regional
metamorphism in regions where the rocks have been highly folded
and faulted and thus were subjected to heavy pressures and fairly
high temperatures at great depths. Marbles thus produced have

the same chemical composition as the limestones from which they
were derived. The nature of the physical change is problematical.
Most marble is massive and does not show cleavage. This may be

due to a rolling of the grains among themselves, or more probably
r Pircon; L. V., snat Knopf, Aitolph, Rocks and rock minerals, 2d ed.' p. 400, New York,

John Wiley and Sons, 1926.
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to the curious property of calcite which permits movement among
the molecules, producing new crystal forms without the destruction
of its substance. The result is a complicated microscopic twinning.
Thus the stresses are absorbed molecularly and do not change the
outward structure as in most rocks.

OtuBn LrrresroxB

Commercial marbles also include some onyx marble, a variety
of limestone which has the texture and color and will take a suf-
ficiently good polish to satisfy the demand of certain trades, and
serpentine. As serpentine takes a good polish it is considered as
marble by the trade, although it is not a calcareous rock. Some
limestones are recrystallized with little evidence of regional meta-
morphism. Some marbles contain undistorted fossils.

OCCURRENCE

Some high-grade marbles are found in, limestone regions which
have been subjected to igneous intrusions. Such deposits are
limited in extent and variable in quality. Most of the marble
throughout the world has been derived from limestones which have
been folded and faulted into mountain ranges. Marble deposits due
to regional metamorphism are extensive, varied in composifion,
color and texture, and are well distributed over the earth. Special
marbles.with specific color ind grain are frequently limited to a
very small area. What is known commercially as cave onyx, or
Mexican onyx, occurs in limited amounts either in caverns or on
surfaces where carbonate waters run over cliffs. The calcareous
tufa deposit of thermal springs is not a marble.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Different grades of marble have different physical properties.
In general, marble must be sufficiently hard to resist reasonable
impact and abrasion, and maintain its character through usage.
Hence its texture must be impervious, compact and uniform. Some
highly decorative marbles are lacking in resistance to weathering
agents, thus rendering the stone suitable for interior uses only.
Commercial marbles have a crushing strength sufficiently high for
all practical purposes, especially in the construction of modern
buildings with reinforced concrete, and where the stone is used
merely for facing, interior decoration and flooring.
. A fundamental property which determines the value of a build-

ing stone is its color. In marble, color is frequently considered
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second only to the ability of the stone to take a polish. The color
in any stone must be durable. Marble has many different colors
including white, red, green, yellow, blue, and black. Many shades
and combinations of color occur, but the color association must be
pleasing to the eye, the pure tints and shades must be constant,
and the patterns must be attractive. It is said that "marble has an
inherent and mysterious beauty possessed by no other stone. It
has delicate markings and shades of color which enkindle the high-
est artistic feelings in the breast of man."

Bowles6 states that the black and gray shades of marble are
usually due to the presence of carbon; red and brown shades, to
manganese oxide or hematite; cream and yellow, to fine particles of
hydrous iron oxide; green, to sericite, chlorite or epidote. Many
shades have an obscure origin.

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Marble must retard the oxidizing effects of the atmosphere and
must not contain compounds which will disintegrate and stain the
stone. Pyrite may stain by subsequent oxidation, but this reaction
does not always occur and does not injure the stone'for interior
use.

oBowles, Oliver, The tehnology of marble quarrying: U. S. Bur. Mins Bull. 106,
qp. 11-18, 1916; Marble quarrying industry in Tennssee, r'm Marble deposits of east
Tennese: Tennesse Div. Geol. Bull. 28, pr. 17!-172, 1924.
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GEOLOGY OF THE MARBLE DEPOSITS

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Marble is found in four zones in Giles County: (1) Near the
top of the Copper Ridge dolomite and near the base of the over-
lying Nittany dolomite, (2) just above the base of the Murfrees-
boro limestone, (3) in the basal member of the Moccasin limestone,
and. (4) in the Romney shale. A geologic map of Giles County
showing the distribution of the bedrock formations is being pre-
pared by the writer for publication in a comprehensive report on
the geology and mineral resources of the county. The distribution
of the marble-bearing formations, prospects, and possible quarry
sites are shown on Plate 2.

STRATIGRAPHY

Gpmpnar, FBerunos

All of the bedrock of Giles County is of Paleozoic age, consist-
ing of many formations which range from Cambrian to Mississip-
pian, inclusive. The sequence of formations containing marble is
shown in Table 1, in which those having marble zones are italicized.

TlsLp 1.-Slro tigraphic ilistribution of marble zones in Giles County, Virginie

Paleozoic rocks
Devonian system

Chemung formation
Brallier shale
Remney shale
Onondaga chert
Oriskany sandstone
Becraft sandstone

Silurian system
Clinton formation
Clinch sandstone

. Juniata formation
Ordovician system (restricted)

, Fairview limestone
Eden shale (undivided)
Trenton lirirestone (undivided)
Eggleston limestone

' Moccasin limestone
Red Moccasin limestone member
Lower Moccasin marble mcmber
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Ordovician system-Continued.
Lenoir limestone
Mosheim limestone
M urf r e e sb or o lim"e st on e

Canadian systemo
Bellefonte dolomite
Nittany d,olomite
Stonehenge limestone

Ozarkian systemb
Copper Ri.d,ge dolomite

Cambrian system (restricted)
Nolichucky shale
Honaker limestone
Rome formation

o The Canadian system as here ured corrcponds to tbe lowermost
vician system of some gologists.

b The Ozarkian system as here used correspondg to the uppermost
brian system of some gologists.

part of tbe Ordo

part of the Cam-

All of these rocks are of sedimentary origin. The oldest ex-
posed formation is the Rome (Lower or Middle Cambrian), which
is a fine-grained clastic sediment deposited presumably under
marine conditions. A great calcareous division includes the greater
part of the exposed Cambrian, and the Ozarkian, Canadian and
Ordovician rocks, which were deposited in seas of varying depths.
Next is a thick division of coarse- and fine-grained clastic sedi-
ments .with some intercalated limestone and calcareous shale of
Silurian and Devonian age, mostly deposited under marine condi-
tions. The Mississippian system consists of limestones and shales.

All these rocks have undergone great structural changes due
to the application of enormous stresses. Some of the limestones
have been altered to marble, others have been fractured so as to
appear schistose, and others have been broken and cemented by
calcite. Most of these formations are fossiliferous and many beds
are filled with shells.

Mennr,B ZoNns

COPPER RIDGE DOLOMITE

General f eatwres.---The lowest commercial marble zone ia the area

occurs near the top of the Copper Ridge dolomite. The best out-
crop of the Coppei Ridge dolomite is along the railway just west
of Narrows, Va. It extends along Wolf Creek into Bland County,
occurs around the Bane dome, in part of the valley of Spruce Run
and follows in general the north edge of the Walker Mountain
shingle block. (See pp. 15-17.) A good exposure is near the mouth
of Walker Creek.
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EXPLANATION

Lower Moccasin MurfreeSboro Nittany-
marble member CoPper Rid6pI -- -+-- ,.

-1t Fault Anticline Syncline Quarry site

Note:- The numbers desi(nate localities and conditions for
quarry sites

I O 5 loMiles

enuej

Sketch map showing distribution of marble and the major structural features in Giles County, Virginia.
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The Copper Ridge dolomite consists of thick beds of different
kinds of dolomite with some thinner bedded limestone members,
all of which may contain nodular .chert. It contains several cal-
careous sandstones which generally become friable on weathering.
Most of the dolomite beds contain fine laminae of very fine sand,
which are more resistant to weathering, thus producing an ir-
regular surface. The sandstone and lentil members are diagnostic
as they do not occur in the overlying Stonehenge and Nittany
formations. Many of the dolomite beds contain an abundance of
radial oolites, which are silicified where the rock has been replaced
by chert. The chert ranges from white to dark bluish-gray, and
occurs in large masses. The formation contains considerable dis-
seminated iron and weathers to a reddish soil in many places. The
characteristic fossils are cryptozoans which are found at a number
of horizons.

The thickness of the Copper Ridge dolomite along Wolf Creek
and New River just northwest of Narrows, is more than 1,500 {eet.
The estimated thickness throughout the area ranges from 1,500 to
2,000 feet.

MarbXe.--The beds at or near the top of the Copper Ridge dolo-
mite have been changed into marble in at least one place in the
area. Some of the marble beds in this zone may belong to the
overlying Nittany dolomite.G

The marble zone, more than 100 feet thick, is composed of
several members of different colors ranging from an opalescent gray
to a dark gray and amethyst. (See Pls. 5 and 68.) Surface in-
dications of the thickness, uniformity of the stone, and compactness
indicate that the marble can be quarried in dimension blocks of
considerable size. The rich gray marble of the area occurs at this
horizon.

The marble in the Copper Ridge formation has been derived
from a dolomite which was apparently precipitated chemically in a
shallow sea. (See Table 2.) The conditions necessary for a pure
deposit were limited to local areas, not exceeding a few square
miles. The characteristic shallow-water bedding does not show
through the marble zone; consequently the beds are thick with
uniformly thin laminations. The rock makes a thick, compact bed
of high-grade stone. Although this zone is limited to a very small
area, there is sufficient rock in one hill to furnish marble of this
type for many years.

- - 6 Later study ehows tfrut
dolomite. The upper marble beits are in the overlying Nittany dolomite.





STRATIGRAPHY

southwest of Walker Mountain gap. With the overlying upper
member of the Black River group, referred to here as the Eggles-
ton limestone,s it makes a row of sharp hills or distinct shoulders
bordering the uniformly continuous slopes of the mountain ranges
where younger formations occupy the crest.

The Moccasin limestone is distinctive, containing the one
dominantly red limestone in the region. The formation is com-
posed of two distinct units, termed here the upper red Moccasin
member and the lower Moccasin marble member. The upper
member is a dark-red, argillaceous and arenaceous thick- to thin-
bedded limestone, which due to intense deformation has developed
pronounced fracture cleavage. (See Pl. 3A.) This cleavage is
everywhere a dominant characteristic of the upper Moccasin mem-
ber. Deformation has been sufficiently intense to develop distinct
cleavage in the lower Moccasin marble member only in the Sinking
Creek isoclinal fold bordering Spruce Run Mountain. (See Pl.
3B.)

The lower Moccasin marble member is well defined, continu-
ous and resistant. It forms the third ridge in magnitude through-
out the area, weathers slowly, and caps some of the outlying hills.
The upper part is thin bedded, compact and a very dark reddish-
brown. The uppermost part of the member is commonly very thin
bedded, but the beds are thoroughly cemented. At a distance the
surface looks like one massive bed ranging from 4 to 15 feet in
thickness. The lower beds are much thicker, more compact, and
variable in color, ranging from a variegated carnelian and light
Nile-green to a beautiful gray with golden bands. On the weather-
ed blocks, some beds are separated by very thin layers of argilla-
ceous limestone, which extend only a shbrt distance from the sur-
face. (See Pl. 4A.) The thickness of the marble member ranges
from 60 to l2l Leet.

Origin.--:Ihe limestone which has been altered to marble was de-
posited in a shallow embayment of the Black River sea, a con-
siderable distance from a low-lying land. The marble is a re-
markably pure calcium carbonate, cinsidering the type of deposi-

8 The Eggleston limestone includs the beds of upper Black River age whieh are
y-ounger than the upper red Mecasin member (Lowiile) and older than the Trenton
Iimestone. Although a good seetion of the fomation occurs 1.1 miles south of Eggleston,
Va., the bst section is along State Ilighway 8, one mile north of Narrowe, V", fniiwill be considered the type locality and will be decribed in detail in the comprehensive
report on Gile County now in preparation. As the name Narrows has been preoccupied
and as there are no suitable local namm for the formation, the name Eggl&ton lime-
stone has been seleted and approved.

In general the Egglston is thin- to thick-bedited, ffne-grained, argillaceous, dark-bufito light-brown limestone which upon fracturing forms cuneiform blocks with the joint-
ing perpendicular to the bedding. It contains many thin beds and a few thicker bede of
bento-nite, aad its peuliarities may be due to this material. The formation ie wialely
distributed in the Valley and Ridge provine. In the type locality it is more than 150feet thick. The fosils are of the upper Black River type.

11
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tion. The surfaces of some of the beds show mud cracks charac-
teristic of a mud flat. (See Pl. 4B.) The color is primary and
should remain uniform throughout the mass for any given section
or bed. The color varies vertically from bed to bed, as conditions
affecting deposition changed from time to time.

Marble.-Lower Moccasin marble of commercial grade is well
distributed throughout the northern and central parts of the county.
(See Pl. 2.) Favorable localities for prospecting are discussed on
page 3I-32. The following detailed section shows the character-
istics of the marble zone in one locality.

Section of the lower Moccasin rusrble vnernber on a hi'll on l4/rn, M.
Iohnston's farw 7 nui'le north of Pembroke, Virginia

(Red Moccasin member IA b 20 feet thick)
Lower Moccasin marble member:

18. Light-gray, vitreous, argillaceous marble which
cracks into small fragments

17. Vitreous, dense, peach-colored marble
16. Poor grade of coarse-grained soluble marble. . . ,

15. Thinly and uniformly bedded, dense, vitreous,
hard, reddish-brown marble; in beds 1 inch

Thickness
Ft. In.

3
10

13

2thick
14. Thick-bedded, slightly variegated, reddish and

light-green marble, streaked with white cal-
cite veins; weathered surface uniform 8

13. Thick-bedded, variegated red and light-green
marble, with white calcite veins. One mem-
ber 18 inches thick is very dark reddish brown 4

12. Thinly laminated, wavy, carnelian moire marble 1 3

11. Thick beds of variegated carnelian and greenish-
gray marble; compact and vitreous with large
white calcite veins

10. Imperial champagne-tan
thin-bedded marble

and light dove-gray,

9. Thick bed of imperial champagne-tan marble;
resistant and blocky; very good quality. . . . . 2

B. Vitreous gray marble with golden seams....... 6
7. Thick bed of dove-gray vitreous marble, with

some dark-red banded beds and white calcite
veins

15

t6

3
T26. Dove-gray marble which weathers readily
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Lower Moccasin marble member-Continued.
5. Dove-gray or imperial champagne-tan marble

with broad calcite veins; upper part slightly
limy

4. Covered i gray marble float
3. Beautiful dove-gray marble with numerous cal-

cite veins and many irregular golden patterns,
imperial champagne-tan on polished surface;
a very good stone

2. Dove-griy marble streaked with golden lamina-
tions; soluble

l. Covered; not determined. but base of formation
not far below

Total thickness 97 10
(Lenoir limestone; not measured)

A section is exposed on the other side of the same hill.
Measurements were made only for the exposed surface. This
section is taken from the zone adiacent to a fault of minor dis-
placement.

13

4
'6

20

Section of lower Moccasin snarble tnetmber 7 tni,le north
broke, Virgi,ni,a

(Red Moccasin member 5 to t5 feet thickt
Lower Moccasin marble member:

5. Light-gray argillaceous marble which weathers
readily

Thin-bedded, gray and reddish-brown, irregularly
bedded marble, with some argillaceous seams.

Carnelian moire marble; thin and thick beds and
waves of amplitudes from 2 inches to 3 feet;
vefy compact ...

Imperial champagne-tan marble, partly moire;
some beds are more gray than tan; cut with
large and small white calcite veins. .

1. Dove-gray marble

Total thickness
(Beds cut off by a fault)

of Pew-

Thickness
Feet

8

12

40

/+

t2
AT.

3.

2.
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ROMNEY SHALE

General features.-The Romney shale is the uppermost formation
containing limestone which may be polished and used as marble'
It occurs mainly in the synclinal troughs and basins of the higher
mountain ranges. The formation consists of dark-gray to black,
glazed., splintery, highly fractured, finely laminated, carbonaceous
ind manganiferous shales, which weather to dull gray and oily
brown. The upper part is somewhat lighter colored than the
lower part. The formation is more calcareous neaf the base,

where it includes one or more beds, or lenses, of pure black lime-
stone varying from 2 to 7 feet in thickness' In regions which
have been subjected to great stresses, these beds and lenses have

been changed to marble. The formation grades into the overlying
Brallier shale. It lies unconformably upon the Onondaga chert.

The best exposures of the Romney shale are: (1) Just east of
the crest of Butt Mountain, (2) between Interior and Kire and (3)
along No Business and Dismal creeks, several miles southwest of
Pearisburg. The shale occurs in patches in the trough of the
recumbent fold adjacent to the Narrows fault which flanks East
River and Peters mountains. Patches of the shale also occur north
of Bluff City and in the overturned fold along the St. Clair fault.

Marble.-Marble has been found in one locality east of Butt Moun-
tain, where it occurs along the course of Little Stony Creek below
the mouth of Pond Drain. (See Pl. 2.) The outcrops and informa-
tion obtained by shallow diamond core drilling indicate that at least
a. part of the marble occurs as blocks imbedded in the shale. Known
blocks vary in size from a few feet to at least 20 feet across, and
it is reasonable to postulate a much greater dimension. Some
are as much as 7 feet thick. Whether a marble bed extends coll-
tinuously under the basin has not been determined, and will not
be determined until deep drilling has been done. The outcrops
are found near the axis of a spoon-shaped structural basin. The
area is known locally as Little, Meadows. It is about 2 miles north-
west of Mountain Lake and east of the crest of Butt Mountain. The
basin is from 5 to 10 miles from a railroad and at a high elevation.

OTHER LIMESTONES

As Giles County is situated in a region which has been sub-
jected to intense deformation, many limestone formations have
been sufficiently altered that the stone when cut will take a good
polish. These include certain beds or lenses in the Mosheim,
Lenoir, Trenton, and Fairview limestones. In each instance the
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formation is thin bedded and either contains an abundance. of
chert nodules, has numerous clay and shale partings between the
beds, or is a dull uninteresting color. Since the probability of
securing a location suitable for quarrying commercial marble from
these formations is extremelv remote. no further mention is made
of them.

STRUCTURE

GeNEneL FBanunss

Most of the problems connected with the development of the
marble deposits of Giles County are related to regional structure
and subsequent erosion. The formation of the marble by regional
metamorphism is related to the structure of the region and the
marble beds have been exposed by erosion.

Giles. County has been subjected to tremendous stresses, suf-
ficient in every instance to explain the conversion of limestone to
marble. This is indicated by a calcareous schist zone and the large
shingle blocks described below. The calcareous schist zone occurs
along the north flank of Spruce Run and Buckeye mountains and
extends from Clover Hollow west to and beyond Sugai Run
Mountain. (See Pl. 2.) It is associated with the Sinking Creek
isoclinal fold and parallels the Bland (Saltville) fault. In this zone
the limestone and marble have been so completely altered that the
bedding has been obliterated. (See Pl. 3B.) A concise discussion
of the shingle blocks, necessary to give a clear explanation of the
occurrence and attitude of the marble zones and an explanation of
the regional structure of the area, ate outlined in the following
paragraphs.

Structurally, Giles County is included in the Valley and Ridge
province, a region which has been subjected to intense earth move-
ments, resulting in the formation here of three major shingle
blocks. (See Pl. 2.) The general trend of this primary structure
is about N. 60" E. Crossing the major structure are four distinct
anticlinal folds and two overlap fault zones, the axes of which cut
the primary axes at angles of about 68o, thus forming a grid pat-
tern of all the structures.e This great structural region has been
carved out by the differential erosion of New River and its tribu-
taries from the extensive peneplain (Cretaceous?) which is indi-
cated by the even crests of the main mountain ranges.

In a shingle block, therefore, the older and lower rocks have
been thrust upward and over the younger and higher rocks and

- . otrfathews, A. A.-L., fV"
Sci. Proc., 1981-32, p. 61, 1982.

15
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thus overlap the latter like shingles on a roof, only in reverse order,
with the lap turned up. Campbell and Ho1den10 have, in reality,
defined a "shingle block" as consisting of a segment of the earth's
crust which is bounded on both sides by a thrust fault. The struc-
ture of Giles County consists of three shingle blocks bounded by

four major thrust faults. These are, beginning at the south, the

walker Mountain shingle block, the Angels Rest shingle block and

the East River Mountain shingle block'

War,xpn MouNterx Srrrxcr,n Br,ocr

The Walker Mountain shingle block is bounded on the south
by the Pulaski fault and on the north by the Bland (Saltville)
fault. This block was shoved northwesterly over the southern
flank of the next shingle block so that the Honaker limestone rests

upon the Fairview lim-estone and the Juniata sandstone. It extends

fiom Craig County 80 to 90 miles to the southwest. This block
pitches steeply towards the southeast and some of the formations
have a dip of 78' SE.

No commercial marbles have been observed on the Walker
Mountain shingle block.

ANcers RBsr SnrNcr-B Br-ocr

The Angels Rest shingle block, which includes Butt Mountain,
is bounded on the south by the Bland (Saltville) fault and on the
north by the Narrows fault. In general it pitches gently towards
the southeast and is composed of very different structural elements
than either the Walker Mountain or East River Mountain shingle
blocks. It forms the great central mass of the county and consists
of ten open folds and one closed fold, as follows: The Bane dome

which is a slightly elongated quaquaversal fold with the long axis
northeast-southwest. It is bordered on the south by the Sinking
Creek isoclinal fold and on the north by the Pearisburg anti-
cline. Radiating from this dome are the Clover Hollow, Thes-
salia and Mountain Lake anticlines, and the Johns Creek syncline.
The axes of these structures pitch away from the dome. The axes

of the Laurel Creek anticline, and the Butt Mountain and Angels
Rest synclines parallel the Narrows fault, while that of the Dismal
syncline pitches towards the west. The Butt Mountain syncline
includes the Little Meadows basin which is almost a perfect spoon-
shaped structure with the rim rock dipping towards the axis of the
basin. Along the southern margin of the,block is an open syn-

ro Campbell, M. R., and othere, The Vallev coal ffelds of Yirginia: Virginia Geol'
Survey Bull. 25, pp. 38-43, 1925.
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A. Fracture cleavage in upper Moccasin limestone, south of Eggleston

B. Schistose lower \{occasin nrarble men-rber, south of Eggleston,
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A. Fracture cleavage irr upper \foccasin lintestone, south of Eggleston.

R. Schistose lower Moccasin marble member, south of Eggleston,
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Upper part of the marble in the lon'er \rloccasir.r marble member.

B. Mud cracks on the rn"'eathered surface of a bed in the lower Moccasin
memDef.
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A. Upper part of the nrarble in the lowcr Moccasin nrarblc membcr.

N{ud cracks on the r,,'cathered sur{ace of a bed in the lolver \Ioccasin
memDer,
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clinal fold with the axial plane pitching towards the southeast'and
parallel to the strike of the Bland fault. The northwcst limb of this
syncline is formed by the isometric folds in the Moccasin limestone.
This entire structure is designated the Sinking Creek isoclinal fold.
This structure opens towards the northeast and is well defined
in Clover Hollow. The northern edge of the shingle block is
thrust over the southern flank of the East River Mountain shingle
block, so that the Honaker limestone and the Copper Ridge and
Nittany dolomites rest upon or against younger formations.

The best marble sites are located on the Angels Rest shingle
trlock. The best grades of marble are situated in the least disturbed
parts of the structure where locally the formations have been sub-
jected to more intense pressures. The areas around Pembroke,
near Pearisburg, Sugar Run, the north side of Clover Hollow, and
Wolf Creek are especially favorable for prospecting. Black marble
is found in Little Meadows.

Eesr RrvBn Mouryrerm SnrNcrB Brocx

The East River Mountain shingle block, which includes Peters
Mountain and the Narrows split fault zone, is bounded on the
south by the Narrows fault and on the north by the St. Clair fault"
This block pitches steeply towards the southeast. The fault sys-
tem along the southern flank of the shingle block is ver1l cofn:
plicated. Our interest centers only in that part bounded by the
split fault section of the Narrows fault. This oc.curs along the north
side of Wolf Creek Valley, where the Honaker and Copper Ridge
formations are resting against or upon Lenoir and Moccasin lime-
stones. Here the beds have been overturned from 2o to 15o. (See
Pl. 78.) This segment in turn has been thrirst over the Becraft
sandstone at New River and over the Juniata and clinch formations
farther southwest. Along the north edge of the East River Moun-
tain shingle block, the Nittany dolomite is thrust over the Chemung
and Romney formations which are the lower members of the Rich
Creek overturned fold.

Although the marble member of the Moccasin limestone occurs
in the northwest part of the East River Mountain shingle block, the
best deposits occur in the Narrows split fault zone west of Narrows.
Here the marble attains a maximum thickness ol l2l feet, and oc-
curs in quantities and of a quality and a variety of colors sufficient
to justify thorough exploration
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As a result of the tJul}uH":ffi" exrreme compressional
forces during the period or periods of deformation, many limestone
beds of different age have been. changed to high-grade marble' This
is especially true of the Angels Rest shingle block and the segment
caused by the Narrows split fault, in which the best grade of marble
is found. fn areas where more intense forces accumulated, such
as the Sinking Creek isoclinal fold, the limestones have been chang-
ed to a calcareous schist or are so broken by fracture cleavage as

to render the stone useless for commercial purposes.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

INrnonucronv SterBuext

There are no marble quarries in Giles County, and but little pros-
pecting has been attempted. Messrs. Clarence Reynolds, John B. Laing
and John Hoge have prospected in Little Meadows with a core drill.
Mr. William Johnston has opened up a site near Pembroke and drilled
a few feet from the surface. Samples of several varieties of marble,

all taken from near the surface, have been cut and polished. Conse-

quently, the discussion of the marble zones and the economic possi-

bititi"t is based on surface indications, petrographic examination of
selected. samples, and geologic relations. Tests which have been made

of the various kinds of marble have all been favorable. Marble from
each zone takes a good polish, is hard, compact, composed of very fine
crystals, and has gogd clear colors.

The suitability oi the marble for quarrying, handling, working and

finishing gives each type of marble a definite classification, and thus
essential characteristics are defined by grading. The essential charac-

ters used for determining the quality of marble are stated by Dale'll
Uniformity of texture is extremely important, as variations in texture
detract from the appearance and, upon weathering, stone of variable
texture becomes pitted. Fine-grained marbles are in general more dur-
able than coarse grained. Dalel2 states that acid water travels more

rapidly between coarse than fine grains. Fine-grained rather than

coarse-grained marbles should be used for exterior purposes. Fine-
grained marbles take a better polish, are adapted to intricate carving,
and are lorv in porosity. In such marbles there are a minimum num-
ber of cracks, joints, fissures and other lines of weakness which may
.require sticking, waxing and filling. The classification indicated below,

with the descriptions of thg difierent marbles, refers to the groups

'of east Tennessee: Tenncse Div. Geol. Bull. 28, rlp. L72'173, 7924-
uDale, T. N., Commercial marble in wetern- Yemont: U. S. Geol' Survev Bull'

521, e. 57, .1912.
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arranged by the National Association of Marble Dealers, as given on
page 42.

According to the opinions expressed by many marble dealers and
architects, the marbles found in this area are as hard, fine grained,
dense, low in porosity and have as strong and bright colors as the do-
mestic marbles now on the market. The fact that they take a high
polish makes them desirable for decorative uses. The marbles are
equal or superior in these same physical properties to imported mar-
bles, with the added advantage of being very tough and strong, thus
eliminating waxing and sticking, which is necessary in the prepara-
tion of many foreign marbles.

Cr,essrrrcerroN oF Locer, Menslrs

The commercial marbles of Giles County fall into four groups:
Moire, tan-gray, variegated, and a miscellaneous group. They are de-
scribed from hand and polished specimens, thin sections, chemical
analyses, and field relations. Suitable locations for quarrying are indi-
cated and possible uses are suggested. (See Table 3.) The thin sec-
tions have been studied by Arthur A. Pegau who gives the results of
his microscopic examinations in the section "Petrography of the mar-
bles." (See pp. 36-41.) Chemical analyses of the various marbles are.
given in Table 2.

MO]RE MARBLES

This group is based entirely on the unusual character of the rock
which can be cut in such a manner as to form a moire pattern. The
basis is entirely textural and the group may include any color. Two
colors, carnelian and gray, represent this group in Giles County.

Cq,rnelian ynoire ynarble.-This is the most distinctive and mosr
decorative marble in the area. The color is a d.eep carnelian, rightened
b,f n_ale Nile-green variegations. This rock takes a high polish. As
the irregular light-golden variations and dulr, henna-colorid portions
do -not take a high polish, the combination produces a most exquisite
moire pattern. Some irregular masses of white calcite add to the beauty
of the marble. When viewed from a distance, the polished marble
has a deep rich velvety appearance resembling tapestry. Wren cut
properly, the stone yields patterns of rare beauty for panels. The color-
ing matter in the groundmass can not be determined lrom a hand speci-
men. The golden-colored bands are due to an iron comDound. 7S""
Pr. 1.)

- Megascopic examination shows that the groundmass is composed
of extremely fine crystals. The calcite masses are coarsely crystilline.
The head grain of the marble is undulating, forming small folds that
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are 3 inches to 3 feet from crest to crest. (See Pl. 6,{.) It is due

to this character that the moire pattern is formed when the cut is
parallel with the grain. Fracture due to impact is irregular and sel-

dom follows the grain. The stotre is hard, tough, has a low clear
resonant tone, and takes a velvety polish. It is resistant to weathering,
but the exposed face is somewhat irregular. The seams, bedding and
grain are welded. The suggested classification for this marble is
group D.ra

The carnelian moire marble is highly decorative and its use should
be restricted to the finest designs and to the best and most perma-nent

buildings. It will make beautiful panels, table tops and novelties.
This marble occurs at the top of the lower Moccasin marble mem-

trer and is limited to two loealities, namely, near Pembroke and in the

Narrows split fault zone. It occurs only in an area where compres-
,sional forces have been sufficiently strong to produce a fault, thus leav-

ing the adjacent rock in a folded and crumpled condition. (See Pl. 64.)
It is in the adjacent zone that this marble is found. The bed ranges

f.rom 2 to 8 feet in thickness, is persistent through the hills rvhere it
occurs, and can be quarried in reasonably large blocks. The quantity
is limited, the estimated reserve being less than 400,000 cubic feet'
This marble is associated with the gray moire variety and has only a

slight overburden; hence the stone should be recovered at a profit.
Gray naoi're warble.-A flushed gray moire marble is found

just below the carnelian moire. It is' so near the imperial cham-

pagne-tan that it might be classified as a tan. It contains many small

veins of white calcite. The bedding oI the stone is undulatory. When
the stone is cut parallel to the grain a very desirable moire pattern is

produced.
The groundmass is composed of very fine crystals. The calcite veins

are coarsely crystalline. Fracture due to impact is irregular and seldom

follows the grain. The stone is hard, tough, and takes a good polish.

ft is resistant to weathering, but thc exposed surface is somewhat irreg-
ular. The seams and bedding are closely welded. The suggested classi-

fication is group C.

This marble occurs just below the carnelian moire and the two
stones can be quarried from the same pit. The estimated reserve is

about 200,000 cubic feet. This marble could be used for panels, table

tops, base boards, pilasters, and other decorative purposes.

TAN-GRAY MARBLES

Some very excellent tan and gray marbles are {ound in Giles

18 The group indicated conforms to the classification of the Nationat Assocratron or
Marble Dealers.
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bles is slight, they are considered together. The colors in this group
are Virginia gray, opalescent gray, imperial champagne-tan, and golden-
gray.

Virgini.a gray mnrble.-This marble is somewhat darker than a
rich pearl-gray and lighter than daimler drab. It is streaked with many
fine dark-gray and black stylolite bands, which are massed closely
throughout the stone, in a very pleasing composition. It contains a few
very small white calcite spots, (See Pls. 5 and 98.)

Examination of a hand specimen shows the groundmass to be com-
posed of microscopic crystals. The crystals in the stylolite bands ap-
pear to be slightly coarser, and the calcite crystals in the white spots
are relatively large. The stylolite bands are broad, welded and irreg-
ular. Break fracture from impact always crosses the stylolite bands.
The marble is slightly translucent, emitting a very dim cloudy light.
It has a clear low resonant tone and takes a very high polish. The stone
is very resistant to weathering. Where exposed to weathering agents
for a long time, it forms an even clean face without solution cavities.
On extremely weathered surfaces, the thin laminations are indicated
by the deposition of fine calcite crystals on the surface. The durability
of the stone is indicated by the permanency of the central pier of the
Norfolk and Western Railway bridge across Walker Creek. This
pier was built more than 50 years ago, but the marble shows little evi-
clence of decomposition or weathering, although the bridge has been con-
tinually used for heavy traffic. (See Pl. 68.) The stone weathers to
a very light gray surface. The suggested classification is grade A.

This marble occurs in the Nittany dolomite close to the junction
of Walker Creek and New River along the Norfolk and Western
Railway. The rock forms a hill, the beds dip about 16o towards the
railroad, and the overburden is composed of other commercial marble.
This locality offers an excellent site for a quarry. One solid bed with-
out seams is more than 8 feet thick. It is uniform in texture and ap-
parently will furnish marble in large dimension blocks.

This marble is probably best adapted for flooring, steps, base boards,
trimmings and pilasters. It is suitable for modernistic and futuristic
designs and will serve for fountains, table tops and other fixtures. It
might be used also for copings and monuments.

Opalescent gray rnarble.-The opalescent gray marble is the light-
est colored marble in the region.. It has an opal-gray groundmass with
lighter portions resembling cut Amazon stone which shades irregularly
and rapidly into a rosy tan with wavy, irregular, darker rose-colored
stylolite bands. This gives a very pleasing color combination. The
color appears to be occluded pigment or coatings on the crystals. Along
the stylolite bands the relation of the color to the crystals is quite
distinct. A few dark-colored dendrite masses, apparently of a manga-
niferous mineral, are scattered through the lighter groundmass.

2l
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The groundmass is composed of very fine calcite rhombs. The
crystals in the stylolite bands are much coarser. The stylolite bands are
tight and welded. Fracture from impact always crosses the stylolite
bands. The marble is slightly translucent emitting a faint white light.
The stone is resistant to weathering since it forms a ledge without solu-
tion cavities. It weathers to a light cream-colored surface. The stone
takes a very fine polish. The suggested classification is grade A.

This marble is in the Copper Ridge dolomite near the junction of
Walker Creek and New River. The rock crops out on the flank of
an outlying hill with the beds dipping towards the depression. This
locality is a quarter of a mile from the Norfolk and Western Railway.

This marble is probably best adapted for light decorations and
trimming, wainscot, floorings, steps, novelties, crafts and other orna-
mental purposes.

Imperial cha,rnpagne-tan morble.-This is a nickel-gray marble
grading into a rich beige and dominantly streaked by distinct silver-
gray calcite seams of varying width. The deeper tan with a reddish
flush gives the stone a warm color and the silver-gray color gives it
life. It is spotted and streaked with very thin dark-gray to black lines,
which are the sections of fossil shells, and contains some irregular and
scattered stylolite bands. The whole forms a very pleasing tan-gray
combination. The silver-gray and white calcite occurs in veins com-
posed of large crystals and in small dots of tiny crystals. Light-colored
dots of microscopic size are scattered through the groundmass. The
large colored masses are hematite and limonite, which have apparently
replaced the groundmass as well as the calcite in the seams. (See Pl. 5.)

The groundmass is composed of microscopic crystals. (See Pl.
BA.) The calcite crystals in the veins are large. The stylolite bands
are very thin, welded and widely spaced. Fracture from impact rarely
follows the seams and stylolite bands. This marble has been greatly
fractured and recemented with pure calcite. It is nearly opaque, has
a clear resonant tone and takes a uniformly high polish. It is resistant
to weathering, but due to difierential erosion the calcite seams stand
out in relief. This rock contains many fossil fragments, the sections
of which give an unusual variation to the color of the polished surface.
The suggested classification is grade B.

This marble occurs near the top of the lower Moccasin marble
member, and is found in any area which has been subjected to faulting"
It is always below the upper red horizon and is usually associated with
the carnelian moire marble.

This stone is probably best adapted for flooring, steps, base boards,
pilasters, trimmings, fountains, table tops and other fixtures. It is highly
suitable for modernistic designs.
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Golden-gray rnarbte.-Wherever the lower Moccasin marble mem-
ber is present, the greater part of it is of a dark golden-gray color.
Some of the beds have a very pleasing association of gray tinged with
gold and white. This stone is fine grained, has a clear resonant tone,
and takes a good polish. The groundmass is extremely fine and com-
posed of crystals of calcite associated with a pigment which gives the
color. (See Pl. BB.) The stone occurs in large quantities below the
imperial champagne-tan marble and is well distributed through the
county. The suggested classification is group A.

The more attractive beds would bo very desirable for flooring, base
boards, and pilasters.

VARIEGATED MARBLES

The variegated marbles of Giles County are decidedly variable in
color and design. In certain marbles some colors grade into each other.
In other marbles the colors are distinct. The viriegated marbles are
artistic and pleasing, due primarily to their extremely fi.ne groundmass,
a characteristic of all the commercial marbles of the area. The mar-
bles in this group are the variegated light-mahogany, the Newport
brown, the amethyst, and the palette. (See Pl. 5.)

Li,ght-rnahogany rnarble.-This marble has a light mahogany-col-
ored groundmass with irregular blotches and streaks of light Nile-green.
ft contains many seams and irregular masses of white calcite. The
color combination is not only pleasing but makes the stone appear mas-
sive, and the wide calcite veins make it very attractive. (See Pl. 1.)

The groundmass is composed of very fine crystals. The calcite
seams are coarsely crystalline. Fracture due to impact may {ollow
lines of weakness but generally cuts irregularly across the seams. The
marble is opaque, very. hard, somewhat brittle, has a clear resonant
tone and takes an excellent polish. It is very resistant to weathering
and forms a shoulder along mountains wherever the Moccasin forma-
tion crops out. The weathered face is smooth, forms ledges and is a
pleasing reddish-gray. (See Pl. 4A.) Apparently the rock responded
slowly to deformational stresses, which resulted in relatively large frac-
tures. They have been welded by calcite. The suggested classifica-
tion is grade B.

This marble occurs in the lower Moccasin marble member and is
well distributed through the county. The beds range in thickness
fuom 4 to 15 feet. The upper part is usually composed of lentils or
beds about 1 inch thick, but it grades rapidly into a solid mass below.
(See Pl. 4A.) As this stone forms the shoulders surrounding the
higher elevations, the outcrops are as a rule some distance from main
lines of transportation, but excellent quarry sites may be secured within
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2 miles of a railroad shipping point. The estimated reserve is very
large.

This marble is probably most suitable for columns, capitals, base
blocks, balustrades, plaques, flooring, copings, building block facing and
many other uses, such as crafts, fixtures, and novelties. It may be
used also for tercazzo. Some blocks may be suitable for monuments.

Newport browm marble.-This is an unusual stone. It is difficult
to describe all the colors. fn general the groundmass is a Newport
brown or nearly a dark brown which makes it very dark colored. It
contains spots, irregular ribbons and blotches of old rose and gold.
The groundmass is cut by fine irregular, branching and braided white
calcite seams. These warm colors produce a very pleasing composi-
tion. The color of the irregular blotches is due to the crystals being
coated with an iron compound. (See Pls. 1 and 9A.)

Megascopic examination of the marble does not reveal the crystal-
line character of the groundmass. The rose and gold masses are dis-
tinctly crystalline, but the crystals are not as large as those of the white
calcite seams. The groundmass is primary. After consolidation the
rock was fractured and recemented by white calcite; then, both the
groundmass and the white calcite were replaced by rose- and golden-
colored spots, giving a mottled appearance. Fracture due to impact
is irregular and conchoidal. The stone is opaque, hard, has a clear
resonant tone and takes an excellent polish. A few bryozoa are em-
bedded in the matrix. The stone is very resistant to weathering, but
contains some small solution cavities. It weathers to a dull gray. The
suggested classification is grade C.

This marble occurs in the lower Moccasin marble member and has
been found only in the Narrows split fault segment, where the beds
are overturned about 15o. (See Pl. 78.) The main bed is about 5
feet thick, but is associated with other commercial marbles in a zone
120 feet thick. The estimated reserve is limited. One of the best
locations for a quarry is near the Norfolk and Western Railway, along
New River, just below Narrows, and near Shumate, Va.

Its use will probably be limited to interior decorations and modern-
istic designs.

Atnethyst warble.-In one locality a dark moonbeige or amethyst
marble occurs just above the Virginia gray bed. This stone is some-

what variegated due to irregular patches of difierent shades of ame-
thyst and tan. It is streaked with white seams. The color pigment is,

intimately associated with the crystals. (See Pl. 5.)
The groundmass is composed of uniform crystals of dolomite. The'

seams contain much larger crystals of calcite. The marble is slightly
translucent emitting a very dim light. Fracture due to impact is ir-
regular. The stone is hard, has a clear resonant tone, and takes a.
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good polish. It is resistant to weathering and becomes a light gray on
exposed surfaces. Rock from this bed and that of the Virginia gray
were used in the construction of the central pier of the railroad bridge
crossing walker creek. (See Pl. 68.) The stone shows little altera-
tion or disintegration. The suggested ciassification is group B.

This marble occurs in the Nittany dolomite and forms a bed 12
feet thick, about 3l feet above the Virginia gray marble zone. The
overburden consists of 15 to 30 feet of gray marble lvith some thin
dolomite beds.

- This marble is probably best adapted for pilasters, copings, floor-
ings, plaques and monuments. The darker portions -uy b" used for
modernistic and futuristic designs.

Palette snarble.-The groundmass of this rather unusuar stone
is a taupe, slightly darker than an antelope-tan- It is abundantly
speckled with irregular red and light silver-gray blotches of variable
sizes up to one-half inch in length and one-fourth inch wide, which are
uniformly distributed throughout the mass. There are some small
flecks of dark blue in the groundmass. The color pigment seems to
be a part of the mass. (See Pl. 5.)

The groundmass appears to be made up of very fine fragments
of shells mixed with an indistinct non-crystalline mass. pyiite is
abundantly scattered through the stone but does not oxid.ize readily.
The rock is opaque, has a dull resonant tone, but takes a good polish
with a very slight relief. It is reasonably resistant to weathering and
becomes a light tan on. exposed surface. Break fracture due to im,
pact is irregular. Some beds contain fine chert fragments. The sug-
gested classification is grade C.

This stone occurs in the basal member of the Murfreesboro lime-
stone. It appears to be in lenses of considerable size, sufficient to
justify exploration. The zone is about 30 feet thick, but the beds range
from 3 to 15 feet thick. The stone can be obtained near main railroad
lines. The best outcrop observed is just east of Hoges Store.

The stone is probably best adapted for interior decoration, but
may be used for fixtures, crafts and novelties.

Many 
",h", 

,i*.:;I;'-ff t: J., ."unty contain marbre
members. The beds vary in color, structure and composition. Little
use can be made of the thin-bedded deposits. There are two marbles
which can be obtained for commercial purposes, namely, the sunset-
red and the jet-black. (See Pl. 1.)

25
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Sunset-red rnarble.-A highly decorative stone with many small
interesting patterns occurs in the marble zone along the Narrows split
fault. This stone has the red and gold colors of the deep afterglow of
sunset. The mixture of color is variable and intricate, but, in general,
the main hues are cardinal, henna and gold. The mass is crossed by
many white seams of calcite. In a hand specimen the color appears to
be due to the coating of the grains by different iron compounds and
to pin-point spots scattered in somewhat rhythmic bands throughout
the groundmass. The polished stone offers a very interesting com-
position. (See Pl. 1.)

The rock is composed of fine crystals and the calcite seams are
coarsely crystalline. Fracture due to impact may follow lines of weak-
ness but is generally irregular. The stone is opaque, hard, has a dull
resonant tone and takes a good polish. It is resistant to weathering but
becomes a dull gray upon long exposure. The stone has been highly
fractured and many small faults are present, but all breaks have been

tightly welded. The suggested classification is grade C.
This stone occurs in the lower Moccasin marble member and has

been found only in the Narrows split fault zone. It is closely asso-

ciated with the Newport brown marble and can be obtained from the

same opening. The bed is 4 feet thick and associated with other com-

mercial marbles in the 120-foot zone. The estimated reserve is limited,
but of sufficient quantity for moderate use.

The stone is probably best adapted for interior decorations, novel-
ties, crafts, fixtures and other ornamental purposes.

let-blaik marble.-A jet-black marble which occurs along Little
Stony Creek in Little Meadows is a very attractive stone. The color
is apparently due to carbonaceous matter and some manganese. This
marble is composed of very fine crystals of uniform size. The head

grain shows 38 to 6?laminations to the inch, with practically no change

in color. The bedding is smooth; however, a few bedding planes are

rough suggesting stylolites of very small amplitude. Fractures are

either conchoidal and irregular or regular, following laminae. The
marble is opaque, hard, somewhat brittle, has a clear resonant tone and

takes an excellent polish. The rock is resistant to weathering, but the

weathered surface contains solution pits. It is highly calcareous, as

shown by the chemical analyses given below. Some blocks have wide

calcite seams which yield a beautiful composition of jet-black and spark-

ling white stone. The suggested classification is grade C'
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Anolyses of jet-black marble frow Little Meadows, Giles County,
Virginia

(R. J. Holden, Analyst)

Insoluble
Ferric oxide and alumina
Calcium oxide
Magnesiurn oxide
Loss on ignition

Computed to:
Insoluble
Ferric oxide and alumina
Calcium carbonate
Magnesium carbonate
IJndetermined and loss less carbon dioxide. . . . .

I
6.32
0.86

50 96
0.60

40.73

II
6.84
0.84

50.42
o.72

40.67

99.49

6.U
0.84

90.00
1 .50
o.82

99.47

6.32
0.86

90.86
r.25
0.71

i00.00 100.00

-f. From propertlr of John Hoge and Clarence Reynoltts.
Itr. From proDerty of J. B. Laing.

This marble occurs in the lower part of the Romney shale. Out-
crops and information obtained by diamond core drilling indicate that
the marble occurs in the shale as blocks ranging {rom a few feet to
2A f.eet across. Some blocks are about 7 f.eet and others are orrly 2
feet thick. The outcrops are found near the axis of a spoon-shaped
structural basin, known locally as Little Meadows, which is about 2
miles northwest of Mountain Lake and east of Butt Mountain. The area
is 6 to 12 miles from a railroad and at a high elevation. There is no
way of estimating the potential reserve in the basin. A count made
along Little Stony Creek showed that at oire place 6 blocks were present
in 100 square feet, or a surface ratio of marble to shale of 1:6. In
another section the number of blocks per 100 square feet was 4, but the
surface ratio between marble and shale was L :3. At present the data
are insufficient to make a comparison of the relative volumes. Pre-
liminary diamond drilling has been completed, but considerable explora-
tion by technical methods will be necessary before estimates of the
quantity of material can be approximately ascertained.

Chemical analysis shows clearly that the stone is dominantly cal-
cium carbonate. The hardness of the stone and its property of taking
a very high polish either on the head or bed, practically fulfill the re-
quirements for the technical definition of marble.
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T.lrsLE 2.*Analyses of m.arbles from Giles County, Virginia

(John H. Yoe, Analyst)

I 2 3 + 5 6

o.ie
1.28

83 .05
None
r+.52

lii
'8i i.i

5.03
r0.94

3. 15 t?:
'i6.ii'
+1.71
9.33

1.08 ilf
iL.i+
2.13
2.68

,i8:io
45.65
5.44

8t:oi
None
17 .69

99.31 100.66 102.54 101.59 99.78 100. 13

Light-mahogany, near Pembroke, Ya.
Carnelian moire, Clover Hollow, Ya.
Virginia gray, south of Ripplemead, Va.
Virginia glay, near 'Walker Qreek.
Opalesent gray, near 'Walker Crek.
Golden-gray, near Nanows, Va.

6.v5 I .65 2.50

50.27 1 5r.261 89.30
n.o7 l45.89 1 r.92
4.0r 1 3.021 6.s0

100.31 98.36 l00.22

7. Light-mahogany, near Pembroke, Va.
8. Newbrt brown, near Narrows, Ya.
9. Ameth!'st, ner Walker Creek.

10. Amethyst, south of Ripplemead, Va.
11. Sunset-red, near Narrows, Va.

TYPES OF QUARRY SITES

There are four structural and topographic conditions under which
marble occurs in this area. The main types of quarry sites are: (1)
Outlying hills containing horizontal or gently dipping beds of marble
capped by a moderate overburden; (2) hills formed by approximately
vertical marble beds; (3) marble beds dipping at gentle to steep angles
into the flanks and ends of mountain ridges; and (4) structural basins
undedain by nearly horizontal beds containing disturbed blocks of
marble.

Outtying hi,lts capped, by rnorble.--This type of deposit ofiers a
good quarry site to recover marble, especially if the marble zone has an
overburden sufficiently deep to protect it from weathering ag€nts. (See
Pl. 7A, and Fig. 2.) Hills of this type occur near Ripplemead, Pem-

1.
2.
3.
4.
o.
b.

10

RrOa...
Al:,o; . . ...: ... ... .

FezOs. .

CaCOs.
MgCOa.
Insoluble.
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Figure 2.-Diagrammatic section of an outlying hill capped by marble, illustrating
fype I quarry s-iqe. 01, Lenoir limestone; -Omp, lower M-occasin marble mem-
ber; Omn, red Moccasin member. Dip of maible beds is 9. NE.

broke, east and southeast of Hoges Store and near Thessalia. (See
Pl. 2.) There are many advantages in quarrying from this type of
deposit. The marble zone is commonly above drainage so that diffi-
culties with water are reduced to a minimum. Roads and loading plat-
forms can be constructed at the base of the quarry, thus reducing the
lift-to a minimum by the use of gravity. The overburden is generally
sufficient but is of minimum extent. There is room for the strippings
to be piled without lifting the load higher than the quarry floor. A
large.area can be stripped without the interfer"tt.e of slumping and
machinery can be used to better advantage. The grade of thl marble
is generally more uniform through this type of hili because of the ab-
sence of diffeqential leaching which affects some other types of site.
where- the outlying hills do not have sufficient overburderl the upper
part of the marble is of an inferior grade.

Hills of this type are limited almost entirely to the pembroke,
Angels Rest and Sugar Run marble belts.

SE. Nw

Figure 3.-Diagrammatic section of a hill northwest of Narrows, composed of
verti_cal beds, illustrating Type 2 quarry site. Ocr, Copfer niasi- dJo*it.;
Ol,.Lenoir. limesto-ne:_Omp, iower Moccasin marble'memf"r; Oni", i.a Uo"-
casin member; Sck, _Keefer sandstone member of the Clinton formation; Db,
l3ec-raft- sand-stone; Do, Onoldaga formation; Dr, Romney sha1e. Dip of
marble beds 87o (overturned) ttSE.

90 0 s@ FEf
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Hills fmnoed by vertical beds.-Hills of this t)T)e occur only in
the split {ault area west of Narrows (Pl. 2), where the marble zone
has been slightly overturned. (See Pl. 78 and Fig. 3.) This type of
deposit offers many advantages over the preceding, but it has many dis-
advantages. The advantages are as follows: (1) Accessibility of the
different kinds of marble without disturbing other beds; (2) little or
no overburden to be moved; (3) development of the quarry from the
side of the hill and along the strike of the beds; (4) disposition of
waste material from the base of the quarry; (5) ease of building road-
ways on grade into the quarry; and (6) aid of gravity in operation of
the quarry. The disadvantages are: (1) Irregular and deep weather-
ing {rom the top downward; (2) changes in the quality of the stone
below the surface due to leaching; and (3) need of lateral-cutting in-
stead of vertical-cutting mechanical devices.

Figure 4.-Diagrammatic section of beds dippins into a ridge, illustrating Type 3
quarry site. 01, Lenoir limestone; Omp, lower Moccasin marbl'e memter;
Omn,- red Moccasin member; Oeg, Eggleston limestone; Ot, Trenton lime-
stone. Dip of marble beds is 28".

Beds di,ppi,ng into ridges.-Although this type of quarry site is the
most extensive in the area, it offers fewer desirable features for re-
covery of marble than any other type of deposit. (See Fig. 4.) There
is no other type of quarry site where the marble is of more uniform
grade and color, where there is less alteration of the product, and where
the quality of the stone is better. The cost of quarrying is, however,
almost prohibitive unless tunnels are used and the stone is cut under-
ground and recovered by the room and pillar method. Quarrying would
follow the strike of the beds. By tunneling, the advantage would
be the recovery of the higher-grade stone, a continuous working
period throughout the year, and freedom from the removal of waste

material and overburden. Disadvantages which would have to be con-

sidered are the danger of roof falls, the expense of artificial light and

ventilation. and the handlins of additional material.

ru
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This type of quarry site is found. along Clover Hollow, Salt Pond,
Butt, Wolf Creek, Angels Rest, Pearis, Sugar Run, and Peters moun-
tains and the northwest flank of East River Mountain. (See Pl. 2.)

Bed,s in a strwctu.ral basi,n.-Little Meadows, about2 miles northwest
of Mountain Lake, is a structural basin. The rocks forming the rim of
the basin dip toward the center and it is assumed that they become ap-
proximately horizontal in the bottom of the basin. (See Fig. 5.) Quar-
ries located in such a basin would have many disadvantages. Condi-
tions would not warrant development unless the product obtained were
of a special variety, limited in quantity elsewhere, and of a grade such
as to command a high price.

u
u

Figure 5.--Diagrammatic section of Little Meadows Basin, showing tre occur-
rence of marble in Romney shale and illustrating Type 4 quarry sit"e.

A, Formations before deformation.
.8, Present p_osition of formations. Sj, Juniata formation; Scl, Clinch

sandstone; scc, cacapon sandstone and shaie-member of the ciinton forma-
tion_; Sck, Keefer sandstone member of the Clinton formation; Db, Becraft
sandstonc; D_o, Onondaga formation; Drm, marble bed and lensls; Dr, Rom-
ngy sl-?e.___pip of marble beds, on northwest side,67. SE.; oir southeast
side. 78' NW.

SELECTED AREAS FOR PROSPECTING

Certain areas for prospecting have been selected. (See Table 3.)
Other areas may prove to be of greater value than ,those selected, a
possibility which should not be overlooked when a more thorough in-
vestigation is made.
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Txnr.r 3.-Salected areas in Giles County, Virginia, showing the type and, conditions
of occurrence of marble

No.a Locer.rrr

New River-Walker Creekb. . .. . . .

Hoges Store".

KrNos on
MlnsLe

Cor.rorrroN
Mln

Excellent.
Good. . . .

Excellent.
Excellent.

Tvre or
Quennv

Srrr

DrsraNce
FROM

Rarr,noeo
(Mrr.es)

C,D,I
JE,F,G

A, B, E,
F,G

E,F,G
F,G

J
E,F,G

F,G
E,F,G

F,G
E,F,G
A, B, E,
G,H,K
E, F, G,

T

F,G
L
L

E,F,G
E,F,G

4

0
2
3

2

-)

o
7
8
9

10
tl
t2
l3

West end of Butt Mountairr. . . . .

Doe Mountain
Near Curve6.

West end of Tohns Creek Mountai
East of Rip6lemeadc...........

Angels Rest.
Sugar Run.
Sugar Run Mountain.
South of Narrows,
Wolf Creek Mountain.

J
5

I
1,3

J
1

lr3
J
2

3
4
4

1,3
3

J
2
0

2-5
6-10

10

2-12
vtz
0-4
o-2

0
7

o-tz
Grz

t+

t6
17
18
t9

Narrows split fault.

East River Mountain...

Peters Mountain.. .......
w"*t fir...-..-.-......... :... : : :

Little MeadowsJ......
Sinkine Creek isoclinal fold. .. .. .

CloveiHollow.

Kinds of marble: A, cd.melian moire; B, gray moire; C, Yirginia grav; D, opalgcent
gray; E, imperial champagnetan; F, golden-gray; G, light-mahogany; H, NewDort
brown; I, amethysti J, palette; K; sunset-red; and L, jet-blrck.

Tvpe of quarry site: (r) Outlving hills capped by marble; (2) hills fepgal bv vertlcal
betls; (3) beds dipping into ridge; and (4) beds in a struetural basin.

c Numbers shown on Plate 2.
b OId quarry.
c Prospet,
d Core drilled.

USES

The uses of marble are varied and extensive. The principal
uses are for building stones, crafts, monuments and statuary.

Bui'ld'ing stone.-For exterior facing purposes, marble must have
the qualities to withstand weathering agents and to maintain an

attractive appearance. Marble for building' purposes should be

close grained, uniform, strong:, non-abrasive, reasonably non-ab-
sorptive, and free from chemical compounds which oxidize readily
and stain the stone. It is not necessary for the color to be entirely
uniform, because in modern buildings facing blocks are mixed, thus
blending colors. For interior decoration, appearance is the first
consideration. Marbles suitable for polished copings are desirable.
For interior purposes marbles are widely used for floors, steps'



A. Beds of carnelian moire marble near Pembroke.

B. I{arble pier in Norfolk ancl Westcrn Raihvay bridge over Walker Creek
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A. Beds of carnelian moire nrarble near Pembroke.

____ __--'1

B. X,Iarble pier in Norfolk and Western Railway bridge over \\ralker Creek.
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A. Outlying hill near Pembroke, capped by upper red Moccasin limestone.

B. Hill of marble near Narrorvs, bounded by the Narrows split {ault (I, II).
A, Copper Ridge dolomite; B, Lenoir limestone; C, lou'er Xrloccasin rlarble
member; D, upper red X,f occasin member ; E, Becraft sandstone.
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A. Outlying hill near Perrbroke, capped b1' upper red \Ioccasin limestouc

B. Hill of marble near Narrou's, bounded b1, the Narrows split fault (I, II).
A, Copper Ridge dolomite ; B, I-enoir limestone; C, lou'er \Ioccasin r.narble
mcmbe r ; D, upper red tr{occasin member ; E, Becraft sandstoue.
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baseboards, columns, balusters, wall panels, wainscoting, and pilas-
ters. Other interior uses are lavatory fittings and sanitary work in
general.

L.-o''

2lJ
f9f9 t920

Figure 6.-Graph showing quantity and value of marble produced in the United
States during the period from 1919 to 1928. (Data from Bowles and Banks,
U. S. Bur. Mines Inf. Circular 6313, 1930.)

Monwwents.-For monumental uses marble must not only be uni-
form and attractive in appearance, but must also take a good polish,
withstand all of the weathering agents and not stain.

Statuary.-Marble suitable for statuary is probably the most valu-
able, The present requirements are that the stone be pure white,
trniformly fine grained, workable, and somewhat translucent.
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Crafts.-Many of the highly decorative marbles are suitable for
table tops, lamp shades and bases, ink-wells, gear-shift balls, and
other novelties.

Other uses.-Broken or waste marble is used for tercazzo, stucco,
riprap, lime manufacture, flux, marble dust, roofing granules, and
in the chemical industry. Desirable marble cubes are used for
mosaic. One of the chief difficulties in the minor uses is to find
a ready market. The development of by-product industries should
broaden the operations and provide a demand for the waste mate-
rial which usually accumulates in a quarry.

TRANSPORTATION

Transportation is a great economic factor in the development
of any natural resource and is especially important in the develop-
ment of marble. Giles County has two main interstate railways,
the Norfolk and Western and the Virginian, which connect the
seaboard with the north-central states. The.county is traversed by
two main hard-surfaced highways. It has also one short branch
railway line and several well-developed roads. No place in the
county is more than 20 miles from a railway and few places are
more than 5 miles from a good road.

The development and value of marble properties in the county
will be determined to a great extent by the accessibility of the
property to good transportation facilities, especially railways.
With modern trucking facilities, this will not be so important a
factor in the future aS it has beeh in the past. A road can be built
at a comparatively small cost from a quarry to a hard-surfaced

oL..".-
r9r9 1920 t92l
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L^oz
o
z
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Figure 7.-Graph showing value of marble imported into the United States dur-
ing the period from 1919 to 1928. (Data from Bowles and Banks, U. S. Bur.' Mines Inf. Circular 6313, 1930.),
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highway one or more miles distant. The stone can then be trucked
to an accessible railroad siding or a mill. The cost of trucking block
marble for great distances is prohibitive at the present time. There-
fore, quarrying operations can best be developed along the main
railroad lines.

MARKETS

Statistics for the period from 1919 to 1930, show that there
has been an increase in both volume and total value of marble sold
by producers in the United States during that time. The value of
imported marble declined slightly in L928. The value of the
marble exported from the United States in the same interval has
not declined. (See Figs. 6 and 7.)

35
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PETROGRAPHY OF THE MARBLES

Bv Anrnun A. Ppcau

CARNELIAN MOIRE MARBLE

Megascopic character.--The hand specimen is a reddish-brown to
salmon-colored rock. It has a fine-grained, dense texture, and is
cut by veinlets of a relatively coarse-grained white calcite, which
range in width from 0.1 to 1 centimeter. (See Pl. 1.)

Microscopic character.-The rock has an even-granular, fine-
grained texture in which the average grain size is about 0.01 milli-
meter. It is composed predominantly of an extremely fine-grained
calcite that has a smudgy appearance. Veinlets of recrystallized
calcite 0.05 to 0.1 millimeter wide cut the fine-grained matrix.

Quartz and feldspar, in amounts of less than 5 per cent, occur as

tiny anhedral grains. Limonite and magnetite occur sparingly,
Rhombs surrounded by limonite are probably of a calcium-iron or
calcium-magnesium"iron carbonate.

Metamorphism is evidenced by a compacting of the grains and
by a small amount of recrystallization.

GRAY MOIRE MARBLE

Megascopic character. The hand specimen has a fine-grained, even-
grained, banded texture. The banding is caused by the intercala-
tion of reddish-brown layers with greenish-gray layers ranging
from a few millimeters to a centimeter thick. The materials of
both layers effervesce freely with acid.

Microscopi,c character._The rock has a fine-grained, even-granular
texture in which the individual grains do not average more than
0.01 millimeter in diameter. It is made up almost entirely of
calcite. Small irregular grains of limonite are scattered rather uni-
formly through the mass and give the rock its reddish to brownish
tone. Rhombs of an iron-stained carbonate, about 0.025 millimeter
in diameter, occur rather sparingly. High magnifications show
quartz and feldspar to be present as small irregular grains in the
matrix. A number of veinlets 0.025 to 0.1 mitlimeter wide, which
cut across the matrix, are filled with recrystallized. calcite.

This rock has a texture and composition similar to the car-
nelian moire marble described above. The reddish tone most prob-
ablv is caused bv limonite stains.r
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VIRGINIA GRAY MARBLE

Megascopit chnracter.--'this hand specimen is a gray, fine-grained
rock that contains criss-cross fractures filled with white crystal-
line calcite. The veinlets are especially prominent on the weather-
ed surface, as they seem ,to resist decomposition more than the
other material. (See Pl. 5.)

Microscopic character.---The fine-grained texture and the mineral
content, chiefly calcite and dolomite, are similar to those in the two
varieties of marble described above. The fine-grained mass is con-
siderably fractured and the crevices are filled with crystallized
white calcite which shows twinning. These veinlets range from
0.1 millimeter to 3 millimeters in width, a few being only 0.025
millimeter wide. The veinlets cross each other. There are present
spear-shaped and hook-shaped bodies filled with calcite, which are
strongly suggestive of fossil remains of sponges. The fine-grained,
massive, compact calcite has a smudgy appearance due to very fine-
grained inclusions of a black material, which makes the rock gray
to dark gray. The rock contains also from 5 to 10 per cent quartz
and feldspar. Some of the quartz grains show distinct double
terminations and the feldspar grains show polysynthetic twinning.
(See Pl. 98.)

OPALESCENT GRAY MARBLE

Megascopic character.-This rock is fine grained and is cut by vein-
lets filled with white crystalline calcite. It resembles the Virginia
gray marble in color, grain, and texture.

Microscopic character.--This rock is made up chiefly of a very fine-
grained calcite that has a smudgy appearance. It contains a small
amount of quafiz and feldspar, with limonite and magnetite occur-
ring sparingly. The fine-grained mass is cut by veinlets {rom 0.1.

to 1 millimeter wide, which contain a mid-band of an iron-stained
sericite. On either side of this band calcite is developed with the
cleavage planes at right angles to the walls of the vein. The
micaceous material is commonly in the middle of the vein but is
sometimes nearer the sides. ft appears to be earlier.than the cal-
citq. Some of the veins are straight and others have a crenulate
torm. Areas of recrystallized calcite, as much as 1 millimeter in
<liameter, are scattered through the fine-grained mass. Calcitized
spicules of sponges are occasionally observed, as well as small
ovals of fine-grained calcite probably resulting from algae.
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IMPERIAL CHAMPAGNE-TAN MARBLE

Megascopic character.--The hand specimen is a dense fine-grained,
light-gray rock that has irregular dark-gray crinkly lines through
it. It also contains inclusions of white recrystallized calcite 1 centi-
meter in diameter. (See Pl. 5.)

Microscopic ckaracter.-The rock has an even-granular, fine-
grained texture. The grains average 0.1 millimeter in diameter,
rvhich is distinctly larger than those in the marbles described above.
The predominant mineral is calcite. The rock contains some areas
about 0.5 millimeter in diameter, in which quartz and feldspar in
amounts up to 10 per cent are mixed with calcite. The feldspar'
shows polysynthetic twinning. Anhedral crystals of 'quartz, 0.1
millimeter in diameter, occur scattered irregularly through the
rock. Very little limonite was observed. (See Pl. BA.)

Metamorphism. is evidenced only by a compacting of the mass.

GOLDEN-GRAY MARBLE

Megascopic 6fu6y66fpy.-This rock is fine grained, massive, and of
variable color.", A brownish-red color predominates.

Microscopic 6fu4yq6[sy.-The rock has a texture and grain size
similar to that of the imperial champagne-tan marble. A rather
leddish limonite or hematite is distributed irregularly through the
rock as films around the calcite grains and as bands 0.1 millimeter
wide. An occasional grain ol quartz and feldspar also is present.
(See Pl. BB.)

LIGHT-MAHOGANY MARBLE

Megascopic clnra.cter.-This is a dense. fine-grained rock. It con-
tains pink, irregularly elongated areas about 0.5 centimeter wide
and 1 centimeter long, in a gray matrix. (See Pl. l.)

Microscopi,c character.-The matrix, as seen under the microscope,.
is made up of a very fine-grained calcite that has an average grain
size of 0.01 millimeter. Included in this matrix is a lenticular
body 1.5 by 4 millimeters, composed chiefly of calcite grains 0.1
millimeter in diameter. These grains are enclosed by a film of
limonite 0.05 millimeter wide. The rock contains a small amount
of. quartz and feldspar. The pink color of the lenticles is due to the
limonite film on the calcite grains. Grains of recrystallized calcite,
0.05 by 0.1 millimeter, occui sparingly in both the lenticles and in
the matrix. They usually show twinning.. Narrow fractures cuf
both the matrix and the lenticles.' Metamorphism is evidenced by a compacting of the materiai
and a small amount of recrystallization.
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NEWPORT BROWN MARBLE

Megascopic character.-This is a fine-grained, dense, pink rock.
It is cut by numerous branching fissures 0.5 millimeter to 5 milli-
meters in width that are filled with a reddish-brown iron oxide
(limonite or hematite). Some of the larger fractures are filled with
gray calcite. (See Pl. 1.)

Mi,croscopi,c character.-The predominant mineral, as seen under
the microscope, is calcite. Quaftz and feldspar together make up
not more than 5 per cent of the rnass. One thin section shows
an area 3 by 5 millimeters, in which are prqsent numerous iron-
stained rhombs that make up about one-third of the mass. They
measure 0.05 to 0.1 millimeter in diameter and have indices
higher than those of calcite. These rhombs appear to be of an iron
carbonate rather than a manganese carbonate, as suggested by the
alteration product.

Numerous cracks not more than 0.1 millimeter wide are com-
monly filled with a red ferruginous material. Wider veinlets, which
cut across the smaller ones, are filled with crystallized calcite.
Some of the earlier veinlets are offset by the later ones. (See Pl.
eA.)

The amount of recrystallization is very slight and the general
appearance o{ the rock is that of a compacted calcareous sediment.

AMETHYS? MARBLE

Megascopic character.---This is a fine-grained, dense, dark-gray to
black rock cut by veinlets of white recrystailized calcite. (See
Pr. 5.)

Microscopi,c character.---The rock has a fine-grained texture, the
average grain size being 0.01 millimeter. The chief minerals are
calcite and dolomite which occur as unoriented anhedral grains,
although many of them form nearly circular bodies from 0.1 to
0.2 mitlimeter in diameter. This textrire may 6ave resulted from
algal remains. A11 of the grains, but less so in the round bodies,
are stained by a brown to black material which appears to be a
hydrous manganese or manganese-iron oxide. This material also
occurs in the interstices between the calcite grains and is no doubt
responsible for the dark color of the rock. Quartz and feldspar
occur only sparingly. A few veinlets, 0.1 millimeter in width and
filled with crystalline calcite, cut the mass.

PALETTE MARBLE

Microscopic character.-The texture is very fine grained, the aver-
age grain size being about 0.01 millimeter. The chief mineral is
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calcite. In the dense matrix occur occasional recrystallized grains
of calcite 0.5 by 1 millimeter and fossil fragments. There occur also
branching veinlets filled with a fine-grained, iron-stained material
that was not positively identified.

The fossil fragments are of several kinds of bryozoans and
molluscs. One bryozoan, replaced by calcite, occupies an area 3 by
5 millimeters and is composed of plates or cells. Smaller frag-
ments and hook-shaped masses also occur. There occur also
branching veinlets filled with a fine-grained, iron-stained material
that was not positively identified. (See Pl. 5.)

SUNSET-RED MARBLE

Mi,croscopic ckaracter.---This rock, as seen in thin section, shows
two distinct textures: One results from a grain size ranging from
0.01 to 0.05 millimeter in diameter; the other results from a grain
size ranging from 0.1 millimeter to 2 milliwteters in diameter, with
an average of 1 millimeter. (See Pl. 1.)

The finer material occupies about one-half of the section and
is made up chiefly of calcite, with a small amount of quartz and
feldspar and an occasional grain of epidote, titanite, and sericite.
Irregular veinlets of limonite cut the mass.

The coarser grained material is made up chiefly of a recrystal-
lized calcite that shows frequent twinning and some distortion.
This portion of the section contains irregular thin bands and bodies,
2 millimeters wide, filled with a mixture of. quartz and feldspar.
This material appears to be later than the calcite.

SUMMARY

The rocks examined are dense, fine grained, and of variable
color. They are pink, reddish-brown, salmon-colored, gray, anci
black. Many of the specimens are fractured, the crevices generaliy
being filled with white recrystallized calcite. Some contain a red to
brownish-red ferruginous oxide. A few contain reddish lenticles
that give the rock a mottled apearance. Some of them show a slight
banding due to layers of differently colored calcite. The usual
texture of the thin sections is fine grained, in which the average
grain size is about 0.01 millimeter. The average grain size in the
imperial champagne-tan and the golden-gray marbles is 0.1 milli-
meter. The grain size of a portion of the sunset-red marble ranges
from 0.1 millimeter to 2 millimeters. Recrystallized grains of cal-
cite are common but never rirake up a considerable part of the mass:
except in the sunset-red marble. Most of these grains are twinned.

The predominant mineral is calcite. Most of the specimens.



A. Photomicrc;graph of imperial chanrpagtre-tan marble {rom the
lower Moccasin marble member near Pen.rbroke. Shows ca1-

cite grains with cleavage and twinning and alteration from a

line groundmass. X 50.
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B. Photomicrograph of golden-gray marble from the lower Moc-
casin marble member near Pearisburg. Shows calcite grains
with cleavage and twinrring. Pyrite shown by opaque spots.
x 50.
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A. Photomicrcgraph of imper;al charnpagr.re-tau ntarble fronr the
lower lfoccasil marble member ncar Penrbroke. Shows cal-
citc grairrs with cleavztge arrcl tu'ir.rnirrg ar.rd alteration from a

fine grouudnass. X 50.

B. Photomicrograph of golderr-gra-"- uarble from the lower NIoc-
casin marble mentbcr near Pearisburg. Shorvs calcite grains
\\'ith cleavage ar.rd tuirur:rrg. P).rite shou'lr by opaque spots.
x 50.
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A. Photomicrograph of Newport brown marble from the lower
Moccasin marble member 1lear Narrows. The fine-erained
groundmass contains some calcite grains with'cleavage and
tw-inning. Opaque specks are carbon and iron. X 50.

B, Photomicrograph of Virginia gray marble {rom the Nittany
dolomite near Ripplemead. Shows fine, even grains of cal-
cite and black carbon specks between the grains. X 50.
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A. Photomicrograph of Newport brown marble from the lorver
Nfoccasin marble member near Narrorvs. The fine-srained
groundmass contains some calcite grains u'ith'cleavage and
twir.rning. Opaque specks are carbon and iron. X 50.

B. Pl.rotomicrograph of Virginia gray marble from the Nittany
dolomite r.rear Ripplemead. Shou's fine, even graius o{ cal-
cite and black carbon soccks betu'een the srains, X 50.
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contain a small amount of feldspar (usually polysynthetically twin-
ned and where determinable is almost andesine) and quattz, to-
gether not more than 5 per cent of the total mass. Limonite, or
hematite, is present in many of the slides and gives the marble
the reddish and brownish tones. The arnethyst marble is colored
by a fine-grained black to brownish material that appears to be
manganese. Some of the marbles contain rhombs of a carbonate
that are almost invariably iron-stained and have higher indices of
refraction than calcite and are most probably of a ferruginous car-
bonate. Small amounts of other minerals are occasionally present,
such as magnetite, sericite, and epidote.

Veinlets, generally filled with crystalline calcite, are present in
most of these marbles. They range in width from less than 0'0i
millimeter to several millimeters. The calcite veins in the opales-
cent gray marble contain a mid-band of a micaceous material. Some
of the smaller veinlets are filled with a red ferruginous material.

Metamorphism is evidenced chiefly by compaction of the mate-
rial and the development of numerous fractures and some recrystal-
lization.

4I
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TECHNOLOGY

TRADE CLASSIFICATION

The National Association of Marble Dealers has standardized
the classification of different kinds of marble according to trade
usage and, demand. The following is an outline of the classification
by groups.

Group l.-Sound marbles and stones which require no ,.sticking;'f

"waxing," or "filling" and which possess characteristically unifoim
and favorable working qualities.

Group B.-Marbles and stones similar in character to the nreced-
ing group, but having somewhat less favorable working qu"litie.;
occasional natural faults; limited amount of "waxing', and ,,stick-
ing" necessary.

Growp C.-Marbles of uncertain variations in working qualities;
geological flaws, voids, veins and lines of separation common,
standard shop practice to repair by "sticking,,' ,,waxing,, and ,,fi11-

ing"; "liners" and other forms of reinforcement freely employed
rvhen necessary.

Growp D.-Marbles and stones similar to the preceding group and
subject to the same methods of finishing and manufacture, but em-
bracing those materials which contain a large proportion of natural
faults, and maximum variations in working qualities. This group
comprises many of the highly colored marbles prized for their
decorative qualities.

It should be carefully noted that these four groups have no
reference to comparative merit or value. with proper methods of
manufacture, all materials, irrespective of their classification, are
regarded as of substantially equal permanence, durability, or utility,
with respect to the particular purpose for which they are used.
The classification merely defines what shall be proper and accept-
able in each instance, as based on trade usage.

PROSPECTING

Thorough prospecting should always precede development.
Development should not be attempted unress a careful or ditailed
exploration has proved that there is sufficient sound marble of suit-
able color and quality available to warrant the large expenditure of
money necessary for opening a commercial quarry and purchasing
machinery for working it. Even though the outcrops show the
geologic relations, the property should be core drilled in order to
ascertain the conditions below the weathered surface and the
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quality of the stone under an overburden. The facts to be deter-

mined by core drilling are: Extent of workable deposit; thickness

of desirable beds; soundness, color, range, uniformity, texture, and

general appearance of the stone; and depth and nature of the over-

burden. The *or. information a property ownef can obtain about
the rocks and conditions below the surface, the better can he enter
into a satisfactory contract for the development of his deposit. As
most marble deposits can be worked profitably on a large scale

only, it is highly desirable to obtain the information necessary for
development before attempts are made to place the stone on the
market.

It is thought that those who contemplate the exploration of
marble properties for the purpose of commercial development will
find it helpful to read the articles listed in the Bibliography under
"Technology of Marble Quarrying."

Leases.-The greatest profit accruing from any quarry operation
is where the property owner can open' develop, and operate his
own quarry. This can rarely be done because of the overhead cost

of exploration, development and operating. The operators are

usually companies organized with an adequate capital and the
property is leased from the owner.

There are many kinds of leases. Any agreement between the
owner and operator, giving the operator the exclusive right to
quarry and remove the product from the land, constitutes a lease,
providing the operator pays a royalty for the product. In other
words, the privilege of the lease is given in exchange. for the
royalty. There are certain fundamental privileges and considera-
tions which should be embodied in any lease.ra

QUARRY OPERATIONS

The two general types of quarries are open-pit and under-
ground. In the open-pit quarry the overburden is stripped from
the marble. If the area is large and the surficial overburden is
thick, or if the overburden is a friable stone, power shovels may
be used to advantage. If the overburden is thin and the rock sur-
face is nearly level, stripping may be done by scrapers. The strip-
ped surface of a quarry site should be much larger than the pit, so
as to prevent undesirable slumping into the pit. Hydraulic strip-
ping may be employed successfully in some areas, but an adequate
water supply and good drainage are'necessary for its use. In the
underground method of quarrying, by use of tunnels, it is essential
to have a stable roof. The tunnels are usually driven along the

"",standard publications or from the Virginia Gological Suney.
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strike of the beds. An opening is made the full width of the marble
beds and of sufficient height to operate the necessary machinery for
cutting and removing the marble blocks.l5

With either type of quarry, a quarry plan is essential for
profitable operation. The chief factors to be considered in develop-
ing a quarry plan are the dip of the beds and uniformity of the
product in the beds. Bowles16 states that "if the desirable beds are
thin and dip at steep angles, shallow quarries must be worked. along
the outcrop, or underground mining must be employed. However,
thick beds dipping at steep angles may be worked in deep, open
pits, as at Knoxville, Tenn. If the strata are flat and the disirable
bed is near the surface, a wide shallow quarry results.,,

MARKETING

-There_ 
are five groups of agencies for handling or marketing

marble. Some quarry, others manufacture, others sell, and still
others quarry, process and sell marble. They are: (1) The whole-
sale dealer, who buys and sells marble blocks and sawed slabs to
the trade; (2) the manufacturer, who owns no quarry but who
buys, finishes and sells rough blocks of marble or siwed stock, and
w'ho usually sets the stone in place in interior work; (3) the marble
dealer, who has neither mill nor quarry but who 

'buys 
finished

marble and sells it to customers; (4) the producer, who has quar_
ries only and sells blocks directly to the whoresaler or manufac-
turer; and (5) the manufacturing producer, who owns his own
quarries and plants and who engages in any and all the activities
of the trade.

Due to lower freight rates and reduced price of handling,
marble is generally shipped in blocks and finished or milled near
the point of destination. Thus, large manufacturing plants have
been established in many places.

Marble in blocks and in sawed slabs more than 2 inches thick
is sold on the market by the cubic foot. If less than 2 inches thick
the stone is sold by the square foot. A commercial block must be
at least 5 or 6 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 2 feet thick. A standard
block is 7 x 5 x 4 feet. Measurements should be taken on the
inner rim of the drill hole, and the block should be trimmed before
shipping.

Marble should be classified before selling.
and beautiful commands a high price but has

Stone that
a limited

is rare
market-

16 Bowles, Oliver, The
Dp. 39-94, 1916; Marble
Tennessee: Tennessee Div.fi Bowles, Oliver, and
tt. I, July, 1930.

technology -of- marble quarrying: U. S. Bur. Minc Bull. 106,qurr.ying _-indn€try in Tennessee, in Marble alpositJ of eastGol. Butl. 28, pp. $S-Zea,, iS;a,.'
Banks, D. M., Marble: U. S. Bureau Mine fnf. Circ. 6818,
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Marbles which can be obtained. in quantity and have good tone,
texture, and finish bring a fair price but have a wide market. Prices
range frorn $1.50 to $7.00 or more a cubic foot. American marbles
for exterior building purposes average about $2.00 a cubic foot.
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railways ----,--,-----,-34
width ------ ---------l

Giles County Board of Supervisors,
aid of ----- ----1, 3

H

Highways -----*---1, 34

Hoges Store, marble near--l0, 25, 29,
32

Holden, Roy J., aid of----*--------3
analyses by ---------------------27
cited _____-_ _-_----16

Honaker limestone-----------8, 16, 17

Hubbard, G. D., cited---------------3

I
Iron ------- -,--'-----9
Isoclinal fold-----ll, 15, 16,17,18, 32

J

Johns Creek Mountain, marble on--32
Johns Creek syncline--------------16
Johnston farm, section on*-----,12-13
Juniata formation---------7, 16, 77, 3l

K

Keefer sandstone---- -----,-----29, 31

Kire, marble near--------- ---------32
Knopf, Adolph, cited-------- --------4

L

Laurel Creek anticline--*---.------16
Leases --------------43
Lenoir limestone----8, 14-15, 17,29, 30

Page
Lime manufacture *---------------34
Limestone -3, 4-5, 7, 8, 9, 10-13, 14-15,

16, 17, 20,2!, 25,29,30, Pts. 3, 4
Little Meadows ------*---------16, 3l

marble in --- -14, 77, 18, 26, 27, 31, 32
Little Stony Creek-------,----14, 26
Lower Moccasin marble--7, 12-13, 23,

24,26,29, 30

M

Manufacturers ---------- ---,-------'44
Map, index -----------2
Marble--9, 10, 12, 14, 19-28, Pls. 1, 3,

amethyst---- - -- - -zq-2s4,' zl: :;l;i: ?
black-------- ---------17, 25' 26, 27

carnelian moire----19-20, 28, 36, Pls.
1,6

chemical properties -------_---*4, 6

geology of ---------- -------,--7-35
golden-gray---.-'-- .23, 28, 38, Pl. 8
gray moire -----20, 36

imperial champagne-tan--22, 38, Pls'
5,8

lenses ------ ------*31
light mahogany-----23,28' 38, Pl. 1

moire ______ ____L9-20

Newport brown--24,28, 39, Pls. 1, 9
occurrence of --------------------5
onyx ------- --------5
opalescent gray --------21-22, 28, 37

origin of ----------4-5
palette--------------25, 39-40, Pl. 5

physical properties ---------------5
prospecting -----31-32
reserve ------------: ---------20, 26

resistance of ---------------------5
sites ------- --------17
sunset-red--- ----25, 26, 28, 40, Pl. 1

tan-gray --------20-22
uses of -------4, 32-34

variegated ---------23
Virginia gray----2|,28, 37, Pls. 5,9
zones ----- ------8-15

Markets ---'----'---35,44
Moccasin limestone----3, 7, t0'13, 77,

20, Pl. 3
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Moccasin marble--------P1s. 3, 4, 8, 9

Monuments ----------33
Mosaic - ,---.-,,----34
Mosheim limestone-----------8, 14-15
Mountain Lake ---------------14, 27

anticline -----------16
Mud cracks ----,- Pl. 4

Murfreesboro limestone----7, 8, 10, 25

N

Narrows, marble near ---8, 9, 28, 29,
32, Pl.7

Narrows fault------14, 16, 17, 26, PL. 7
marble in--------------18, 20, 26, 32

National Association of Marble Deal-
ers -------- --19, 42

National Research Council. aid of .---3
New River -----,-1, 15

New River-Walkers Creek arca----32
Nittany dolomite_---7, 8, 9, 77, 21, 25,

Pl. 9
Nolichucky shale ------,-----------8
Norfolk and'Western Railway--22, 24,

34
pier --------------------1, 21, Pl. 6

o
Occurrence of marble------------,--5
Onondaga formation------7, 14, 29, 31
Onyx, cave -------_---5
Ordovician rocks--3, 7, 8, 10-13, 14-15,

16, 17, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30
Origin of rocks --------------------8
Oriskany sandstone ----'--'---_____,7
Q zarkian rocks ------------------8. 9

P

Paleozoic rocks ------ -'---' __-__7-I5
Pearisburg anticline ---------_____16
Pearis Mountain ------------____--31
Peters Mountain, marble on--__14, 17,

31,32
Petrography _-___36-41
Pirsson, L. V., cited_ _____,________-4
Producer ---- -- ____-44
Prospecting-*---------18, 31-32, 42-43

areas for

Page
Pulaski fault ----------------------16
P5rrite ----- -------6, 25

a

Quarry
operations ------43-44
plan -------- -------44
sites--------- -----.,-28-31, 32, Pl. 7

R

Red limestone------------ ----7, 29, 30
Rich Creek fold -------- ----------17
Ripplemead, marble near----28, 29, 32
Riprap --------------34
Rogers, W. 8., cited--------______1-3
Rome formation -------------------8
Romney shale-----7, 14, L7,27,29, 31

Roofing granules -----34

S

St. Clair fault---------_--____--14, 17

Saltville fault (see Bland fault)
Sand ------- -----*----9
Sandstone---------'--'-'-.7, 9, 17, 29, 3l
Schist ------
Serpentine --------*---5
Shale-----------7,8, 14, 17,27, 29, 3l
Shingle blocks------------8, 15-17, 18

Silurian rocks-------1,7, 16, 17,29, 3l
Sink holes -----------10
Sinking Creek fold-------------17, 18

marble in-----------------11, 15, 32
Southwestern Virginia, Inc., aid of--3
Standard block -------------------44
Statuary ------------33
Stonehenge formation------------8, 9

Stratigraphy -------7-15
Structure ---------15-18
Stucco --------------34
Stylolites ____-21, 22, 26
Sugar Run ----------32

area -------- ----17, 29
Mountain --15, 3T, 32

Synclines ------------16
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T

Technology -------42-45
Terrazzo -*----------34
Texture -------------18
Thessalia anticline ----------------16
Topography ---------10
Trade classification ---------------42
Transportation -----------------34-35
Tremolite --------,-,-,----4
Trenton limestone----- ---7, 14-15, 30
Tufa ------ -----------5
Tunneling -----------30

U

Uses of marble-----------------32-34

v
Vlrginian Railway ---.---.-------*----34

page
.w
Walker Creek, marble near--2l, 22,25,

28, 32

Walker Mountain ----------------- l0
gap ------- --------11
shingle block -----------------8, 16

Watson, T. L,, cited---------------3
White, H. B., aid of-----------------3
Wholesale dealer --*--------------44
Wolf Creek Mountain, marble on---31,

32

Wollastonite ------'---'-4
Y

Yoe, John H., analyses by---------28

z
Zones of marble-----------------8-15




